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PART _ A
(Short Answer)

Answer all questions' Each question carries 1 mark'

1. What is the Purpose of JVM ?

2. What is the purpose of loop structure ?

3. Explain any one characteristics of OOPs'

4. What do You mean bY inheritance ?

5. What is the output of a complied Java program ?

PART _ B
(Short EssaY)

Answer any 4 questions, not exceeding 75 words' Each question carries 2 marks'

6. Defrne PolYmorPhism'

7. Differentiate between division and mociulus operators in Java'

' 8. How to create an array in Java ?

9. ExPlain variables in Java'

10. What are objects ? How are they created ?

11. Write a note on logical operators in Java'
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PART _ C
(Essay)

3Hffi::nv 
3 questions, not exceeding 150 words. Each quesrion carries

12' write a program to print the multiplication table of a number.
13' Exprain different rerationar operators in Java.
14' Write down the rures for creating an identifier in Java.
t t 

|jy;:entiate 
between one-dimensionar and two-dimensionar arrays in

16. Exprain the concept of data abstraction.

PART _ D
(Long Essay)

fHffi::ny 
2 questions, not exceeding 300 words. Each question carries

t t 
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comparison between polymorphism and inheritance concepts in

18' Differentiate between whire and do-whire ioop structures.
19. Explain any 5 features of a Java program.
20' write a program to check whether a given number is parindrome or not.


